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A LEED STUDY OF THE MgO(O01)SURFACESTRUCTURE
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LEEDbeam intensities were measured from the freshly cleaved (in

UHV) MgO(O01) surface using beam energy modulation to avoid

electrical charging. Dynamic LEEDanalysis of the data indicates_

(i) an interlayer relaxation of (i,2)_ and a rumple of the first

" l%,er ions of (5_2.5)_; (2) a new attenuation model containing no

adjustable parameters gives fits to the data that are comparable to

those using a constant Vi; (3) a weak dependence of the optimum

rumpling On the energy range of the data used. The structure

determined in this study is compared to others reported in the

= literature for this surface, and the effects of lattice vibrations,

" attenuation length and number of surface layers treated exactly are
=

- considered.
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i. Introduction

The structure Of the clean (001) face of MgO has been the subject of more than

a few investigations over the past two decades I"18. This interest is due in

part to its technological use as a substrate for thin film growth and as an

important refractory material. The initial interest in this surface, however,

was motivated by predictions that the anions and cations undergo different

relaxations due to their differing POlarizabilities. Theoretical predictions

of the size and even existence of such a differential relaxation, or rumple,

(defined in Fig. I as z_1±), has been the subject of some debate I-6. Predicted

values vary from 041 to 2.4._ 4 of the bulk Mg-O distance. (In all cases the

anions move into the vacuum relative to the cations.) The spread in the

predicted relaxation of the surface, (the change in spacing between the first

two layers 6d12 ± - see Fig. i), is even larger, ranging from 11.2_ 3 to 0°344 .

The experimentally determined values #or these parameters are also fairly

scattered as wil be discussed later.

Due to this discrepancy in the surface geometry reported in the various

studies to date (both tl_eoretical and experimental), one of the goals of this

p_per is to attempt to clarify the true nature of the rearrangements of the

atoms at the surface. Our interest is also motivated by the desire to extend

surface structure analysis to environmentally important oxide systems. Work

on this surface w<ll, it is hoped, provide insight into techniqLes necessary

for the study of more complicated surfaces of compound solids that are more

highly insulating and less stable to electron beams, such as carbonates and

q
I aluminosil icates.

I
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We present here a new set of LEED IV data from this insulator surface acquired

using a beam modulated in energy over time at normal incidence. This was

analysed u_ing a multiple scattering treatment. Unlike previous analyses of

this surface, we have used Hara exchange in the phase shift calculation,

several energy ranges for theory/experiment comparison, and have incorporated

a model recently proposed 19 for the electron inelastic mean free path (II, IFP)

in the analysis to assess its use for these compounds and in LEED analysis

generally.

II. Experimental

The experimental system consists of a UHV chamber equipped with standard LEED

optics, a sample cleaver and two evaporation sources. A large single crystal

of MgO was cleaved to produce a roughly 5 mmX 5 mmX 15 mm bar° This was

mounted on a sample holder which allowed heating of the crystal to 750 K and

cooling to 165 K, as described previously 20. The bar could be cleaved several

times to expose fresh (001) surfaces.

MgO has a very wide band gap of about 7.8 eV, and so it charges quickly at low

beam energies. In order to get reliable data below 140 eV incident energy, it

was necessary to pulse the beam to an energy at which the secondary electron

emission current exceeds the incident, electron beam current, lt was found

that a 450 eV pulse for i/3 s discharged the surface long enough to allow

data acquisition for roughly 2/3 s before the surface charged up again.

Therefore the incident electron beam was modulated between 450 eV and the

energy of interest, lt was also observed that the surface was slower to

charge up at l o_.,er temperatures. For this reason, and to reduce effects due

to lattice vibrations, all data were taken at a sample temperature of 165 K.
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The surface did not appear to degrade significantly under the electron beam.

Different areas on the crystal and different cleaves gave essentially

identical IV curves.

The LEED system has been descriLed in detail elsewhere 20. Data was acquired

•from the reverse view phosphor sc"een with a high resolution CCD based video

camera linked to an Apple Macintosh II microcomputer. The LEED flange

(electron gun and optics) could be adjusted so [hat tile beam/optics axis was

within .5 o of the surface normal as described previously 20. All scans were

taken at normal incidence. The diffraction spots were tracked over the energy

range with data taken at 2 eV intervals. The background was subtracted from

each beam at each energy. In most cases, eight beams could be tlacked while
z

cycling through the desired energies in a run. Runs were generally repeated

10 times and then averaged. The normal beam incidence geometry combined with

i.he four-fold symmetric MgO unit cell gives rise to four fold symmetry in the

LEED pattern. This allowed further averaging of equivalent beams.

Differences in the curves at both averaging steps were within the noise level.

r9 tThe {I0}, {11}, {20}, _]}, {22} and {30} families of beams were tracked and

all beams were averaged as described to produce the six inequivalent curves.

All were subsequently used in the analysis. Before comparison to calculated

curves, the data were normalized to the incident beam current, which varies

wi_h beam energy in the instrument used 20.

III. Method of LEED Analysis

The method of Laramore and Duke21 was used /or calculation of IV curves for

comparison to the experimental LEED IV data. This treatment has proven

succesful in atomic oeometry determination of semiconductor _urfacr_ boti_

; t  o(oo )  oI ,!9o
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'clean and with epitaxical overlayers 22. In this approximate multiple

scattering model, scattering from a species in the lattice is represented by

energy dependent phase shifts for each order of spherical wavelet scattered.

Intensities in the diffracted beams are calculated from phase shifts, the near

surface geometry, and non-structural parameters such as those characterizing

0
inelastic processes or the effective crystal potential well depth V (the

inner potential). Scattering amplitudes associated with the uppermost few

layers are evaluated exactly, as are those of the individual layers below.

Twelve atomic layers and seven phase shifts (for orbital angular momentum

eigenstates 0 through 6) were used in the present study. Four layers were

treated exactly for survey calculations, followed by refinements using 6

layers exact. The figure of merit used in this work is the X-ray reliability

factor, Rx23.

The electron - ion-core interaction is described by a one-electron muffin-tin

-potential formed from a superposition of atomic charge densities. Muffin-tin

radii are determined at the location of equal potential from atoms separated

by the bulk Mg-O distance. The _ell depth outside the muffin-tin spheres

measured from the vacuum level is the empirical inner potential parameter Vo.

Phase shifts from a muffin-tin potential of each species are calculated from

its charge density and potential in a Schr_dinger equation solution using Hara

exchange, as appropriate for electrons well above the Fermi level of the

el_--_tron gas. Because the structures determined with this method are

insensitive to the assumed ionic charges and their associated radii in the

energy ranges covered in this study 8 13 the scattering species were treated

as neutral atoms. Lattice vibrations were taken into account by renormalizing

the electron - ion-core vertex with the use of a Debye-Waller factor 24'25.

r, go(oo ) 5  0/G/9o
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Inelastic processes are characterized by an imaginary part of the wave vector

which can be related to an imaginary optical potential, Vi , in the crystal

interior. The energy dependance of the inelasticprocesses in LEED

experiments has frequently been accounted for by using either a constant

attenuation length, A, or a constant Vi, which implies an atter_uation length

proportional to the square root of the energy. Either A or Vi is usually

taken as a parameter for optimization, but in this work we consider also an

expression developed by Tenuma, Powell and Penn19 to give _ and hence also Vi

as a function of energy. These authors have found that the inelastic mean

free path of electrons in a number of different materials is well described

over a wide range of incident electron energies (50-2000eV) by a modification

of the Bethe equation. Their empirical re lationsilip depends only on the

incident energy; the number of valence electrons per atom, molecule or formula

unit; the atomic, molecular or formula weight; the bulk density; and the band

gap energy. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the IMFP "for the two different

treatments, lt can be seen that the TPP expression predicts less attenuation

for energies above 50eV than that predicted by a constant V i of 5eV. The

relevance of this difference is addressed in section V.

IV. Results

Figure 3 shows a comparison between _,.he experimental and calculated {01} and

r11} IV curves As mentioned previously the experimental curves are averages' ,

. of symmetrically equivalent beams. _he theoretical curves were calculated

with the top 6 layers treated exactly for a s Lructure witil a Vi of 5eV, an

outward relaxation of the top layer of ions by 14 of the normal Mg-O bond

distance (6d12_,/dnn =.01) and a differential relaxation (tile shear or rumple)
= :_.oof this

o_ the 0 anions outward (relative to the r;Ig ions) of r._. bond distance

: 0  o/6/go
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(_i±/dnn=.05). This fit gave an Rx value of approximately 0.10 over an energy

range of 70eV to 340eV and is based on the final optimized variables. The

analysis actually began with a preliminary R-factor search over the two

structural parameters with 4 layers treated exactly and a guessed imaginary

potential Vi=5eV. This led to tentative optimum values for the shear and

relaxation, and to an approximate value for the inner potential Vo=19eV.

The optimum parameters from this preliminary search were then used to optimize

Vi, which was then used in another search over the structural parameters.

Throughout these iterations the optimum values of the parameters changed by

<20_. The region near the last Rx minimum was then searched using the TPP

inelastic mean free path as a basis for the attenuation length and the

imaginary part of the propagation vectors, instead of a constant Vi . The Rx

values found in this search were inferior to (larger than) those using Vi=6eVo

When the number of layers treated exactly was increased from 4 to 6 the Rx

values using the TPP model were much improved, and the optimum in the

imaginary potential model declined from 6eV to 5eV. The optimum value for the

mean square displacement of the atoms due to lattice vibrations, <u2>, was

zero for the constant Vi models, and near or at zero using the TPP model.

Finally, the structural parameters 6d12_L and _I± were searched again, but with

6 layers treated exactly and for the two attenuation models, Vi=5eV and TPP.

The Rx values using the TPP model showed dramatic improvement over the 4 layer

case and became comparable with those found using the constant optical

= potential, which also were somewhat improved. This suggests that the use of

longer attenuation lengths in calculations gave greateY accuracy but only if

multiple scattering was more accurately computed. The results of these

searches, which range over all physically reasonable structures, are shown in

7  0/6/90
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Fig. 4 for two different upper energy cutoffs: 280eV and 340eV. No other

minima were found when other structures were tested. This is the 'first time

the TPP model has been applied to a LEED IV analysis and considering that it

contains no arbitrary parameters the agreement is very good.

V, Discussion

The results in the optimization sequence outlined above show the coupling of

attenuation model and number of layers treated exactly in optimally fitting

the experimental data. If too few layers are given an exact multiple

scattering treatment, then the favored attenuation models will be ones having

higher levels of attenuation from inelastic processes. Switching from 4 to 6

layers exact reduced tile optimum Vi from 6 to 5 eV, and caused the TPP Rx

values to go from very poor to nearly as good as the values with optimum Vi .

Apparently the loss of interference details due to an inadequate treatement of

multiple scattering may be compensated for, in part, by greater attenuation,

and this is reflected in the optimization procedure.

Attenuation from inelastic processes and the effects of lattice vibrations

also have similar effects in the computed IV curves and tile Rx values.

Lattice vibrations remove intensity from the diffraction peaks and

redistribute it somewhat more evenly throughout the Brillouin zone. The

overall effect is similar to that resulting from inelastic processes. All else

' being equal, lattice vibrations induce the greatest effects at the higher

energy ranges of LEED, so the use of an assumed attenuation length that risesJ

more slowly with increasing energy than the true one can be partially

compensated for by an underestimate of lattice vibrations. This explains the

preference for a rigid lattice over a non-zero <u2> when using the Vi=aeV
==
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attenuation model. The latter overstates inelastic processes, which are
J

partially accounted for by a reduction in the optimum amount of lattice

vib"ations. Because of this ambiguity, lattice vibrations are not well

determined by data taken at a single temperature.

To obtain a measure of uncertainties; a comparison was made between optimum

values of the two structural parameters with different energy ranges and with

two different models for the inelastic processes leading to elastic beam

attenuation. Energy ranges used were 70eV - 280eV, 70eV - 340eV, 100eV -

280eV, and 100eV - 340eV. The attenuation models were constant Vi=5eV and the

TPP inelastic mean free path model. Results are shown in Table I. lt is seen

that choices of energy range that increase the weighting of higher energies,

either by extending the energy range upward or by deleting from the low energy

end of the energy range, tend to favor structural parameters closer to a

truncated bulk. This might be a consequence of the loss of surface

sensitivity in going to higher energies. Clearly a preferred technique for

studies of extremely resistive materials prone to electrical charging is a low

beam current one, i.e. digital LEED, which would obviate beam modulation to

maintain specimen neutrality and permit use of lower energies. For the

present study, the differences in optimized structure between the Vi=5eV and

the TPP attenuation models are small. The four energy r_,_ges shown for the

_ Vi=5eV attenuation give 6d12.L/dnn=(0.65_0.7)_ and _i±/dnn=(5.0_0.7)_. The

four energy ranges shown for TPP attenuation give 6dl2_L/dnn=(O.9._O.6)_ and

_l_L/dnn=(5.l,O.6)-_. Taken together these give 6d12./dnn=(O.8±O.6)>_ and

_1z/dnn=(5.0.O.7)_. The stated standard deviations include only effects from

i energy range and attenuation model, and hence inherently understate the

uncertainty.

[ I,IgO(O01) 9 ]0/6/90
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A second estimate of the uncertainties in the determined structural parameters

can be made from an estimate of the uncertainty in Rx . This was obtained by

Ford et al 26 by comparing Rx values calculated for different IV scans of

identical diffraction beams on GaAs(110), for both simple rescans and new

cleavages. This was the same apparatus used in thisstudy, and despite

differences, Ford et al's estimated uncertainty of 0.01 in Rx for a fixed

energy range is a reasonable estimate here. The regions enclosed by contours

of Rx which are 0.01 larger than the minima for the two energy ranges in Fig.

4 show considerable overlap, with the overlap region centered at [6d12±/dnn =

(i_2)_, _1±/dnn = (5_2.5)_]. We"Lake this as the best estimate reconstruction

from the present study.

Table II presents the results nf experimental studies of the MgO(O01) surface

structure, including LEED, RHEEDand impact collision ISS (ICISS). The results

of this study agree qualitatively with most of the electron d_ffraction

results in that we discern.very little relaxation of the top layer. In

addition, we concur with Welton-Cook and Berndt 13 in the identification of a

rumple in the top layer of ions. The source of the discrepancy in the size of

the rumple is unknown. The other two LEEDstudies, though in other respects

very thorough and solid contributions, gave the possibility of rumpling only

cursory consideration, and were not R factor assisted. The RHEEDstudy by

I.laksym was not capabable of discerning a rumple due to the diffraction

conditions of the experimental data, so this possibility was left open.
,,

by, The rumple that we observe is closer to that reported Gotoh et al 11 using

RHEEDKikuchi lines to elucidate surface structure. These authors report that

the surface rumples onl____.vvafter annealing at 300°C, however, and in this study

the rumple is observed on the freshly cleaved surface. Urano et al ]4 have

- I,tgO(O01) 10 10/6/90
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found that, whether freshly cleaved or annealed, the,LEED IV curves for

MgO(O01) are essentially identical. Considering this observation, and the

report of a rumple on the freshly cleaved surface (this study) as well as on

the annealed surface (ref. 13) we must conclude that the surface is rumpled,

and that this rumpling occurs immediately upon cleaveage.

The very large surface contraction of MgO(O01)reported in tile ICISS study 15

is difficult tO reconcile with the electron diffraction results. The authors

suggest that neutralization probability differences between anions and cations

and between the Ist and 2hd layer may contribute to problems 'in the data

analysis. For this reason, and because of the fairly recent development of

the technique, we regard the TCISS results as very interesting, but are

somewhat skeptical of their accuracy.

VI. Summaryand Conclusions
,i I

LEEDIV curves from the MgO(O01) surface, prepared by cleavage in situ, were

taken using beammodulation to control charging. An R-factor assisted

analysis of the data was performed using an approximate multiple scattering

treatment to calculate the comparison curves. Two different models were used

to describe the attenuation of electrons in the solid. A constant imaginary

potential, Vi , is more succesful than the attenuation model proposed by

Tenuma, Powell and Penn19 when only 4 layers at the surface were treated

exactly. For 6 layers, however, the two models give very comparable results,
,

and the agreement with the experimental data is quite good. Comparison of

calculated to experimental curves was considered over 4 energy ranges for the

: two different attenuation models. Agreement i. good, giving a relaxation of
i

=
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(i,2)s_ and a rumple of (5,2.5)-_. Thus we conclude that the surface is rumpled

when freshly cleaved, as well as after annealing !3.
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Table I Optimum structure for MgO(O01) determined from LEED analysis as a

function of attenuation model and energy range.

Attenuation Model Energy Range (eV) 6d12.L/dnn (-_) _1./dnn (_) Rx

Vi=SeV 70- 280 1.44 5.66 0.092

70- 340 0.26 5.36 0.099

I00 - 280 0.99 4.41 0.048

100 - 340 -0.09 4.39 0.062

Tanuma, Powell 70 - 280 1.57 5.54 0.098

and Penn 70 - 340 0.60 5.58 0.I07

100 .- 280 1.26 4.49 0.070

100- 340 0.20 4.77 0.083
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Table II Results of various experimental studies on the surface structure of

MgO(O01). The relaxation, 6d12±/dnn, and shear, _i±/dnn, follow

• from definitions in Fig. I. Positive values of the relaxation

indicate an expansion of ions into the vacuum. Positive values of

the shear indicate an outward movement of the anions relative to the

cations.

Reference 6d12_L/dnn(4) A i.L/dnn(_) Method

8 <23 NR LEED

13 0_.75 2,2 LEED

14 0 to 2.5 NR LEED

o This study I_2 5_2.5 LEED

11 NR 6 RHFED

12 <3 NR RHEED

15 -15,3 .3_.9 ICISS

NR= not reported

: t,_gO(O01) 15 ]0/6/90
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Figure Captions

Figure I - Schematic diagram of the surface geometry and definition of the

structural parameters for MgO(O01). A differential relaxation or rumple, _I_L,

of the first layer ions is depicted. Note that tile unperturbed interlayer

._,pacing, d12.L, is equal to the nearest neighbor distance, dnn.

Figure 2 - Comparison of the inelastic mean free path in MgO as a function of

energy for the attenuation model of "ienuma, Powell and Penn (TPP) and that of

a constant imaginary potential of 5eV.

Figure 3 - Comparison of the nleasured and calculated IV curves for the

averaged {10} and {11} beams. The solid lines are the computed intensities

for MgO(O01) surface with a 5_ shear and a I_ relaxation.

J

Figure 4 - Contour plots of Rx in (6d12±/dnn, _i±/dnn ) space for two different

attenuation models and comparison over' two energy ranges: a) Vi=5eV, 70eV -

280eV; b) Vi=5eV, 70eV - 340eV; c) TPP, 70eV ' 280eV; d) TPP, 70eV - 340eV.
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